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PoseShop: Human Image Database Construction
and Personalized Content Synthesis

Tao Chen, Ping Tan, Li-Qian Ma, Ming-Ming Cheng, Ariel Shamir, and Shi-Min Hu

Abstract—We present PoseShop – a pipeline to construct segmented human image database with minimal manual intervention. By downloading,
analyzing, and filtering massive amounts of human images from the Internet we achieve a database which contains 400 thousands human figures
that are segmented out of their background. The human figures are organized based on action semantic, clothes attributes and indexed by the
shape of their poses. They can be queried using either silhouette sketch or a skeleton to find a given pose. We demonstrate applications for this
database for multi-frame personalized content synthesis in the form of comic-strips, where the main character is the user or his/her friends. We
address the two challenges of such synthesis, namely personalization and consistency over a set of frames, by introducing head swapping and
clothes swapping techniques. We also demonstrate an action correlation analysis application to show the usefulness of the database for vision
application.

Index Terms—Image Database, Image Composition.
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1 INTRODUCTION

I N the last few years, many image processing applications
have utilized databases of images to assist image analy-

sis, manipulation and synthesis operations. The cross-domain
image matching [1] has demonstrated the amazing power of
large scale image database; with the help of web images, the
best views of 3D shapes can be found [2]; missing content
in an image has been completed or image parts replaced
for enhancement purpose using an image database [3], [4],
[5], [6], [7]; even whole images have been synthesized from
scratch by exploiting segmentation and labeling of a large set
of images [8], [9], [10]. Many of these works have capitalized
on the large and growing number of images available online.

Not surprisingly, the most common object appearing in online
images, as in images in general, are people. Human charac-
ters are probably the most important content to utilize for
image manipulation and synthesis. However, despite billions
of Internet images containing various human figures, existing
human image databases are limited in scale to a few thousands
only [11], [12], [13]. This is mainly due to the tedious
work involving the creation of such a database. The main
contribution of this paper is providing a pipeline that can easily
build a large scale human characters image database we call
PoseShop, with minimal manual effort. Moreover, to support
future synthesis and high-level utilization of the database, the
characters in PoseShop are segmented from their background
and indexed according to various attributes. The definition
of such a pipeline demands three key tasks: acquisition,
segmentation and indexing. There is a need to acquire correct
images from online repositories, detect, and then segment the
human figures from them. To support efficient search queries
there is also a need to define an effective indexing scheme.
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PoseShop can harvest unlimited images of people performing
various actions from the Internet. Initially, a text query that
combines a human characteristic (‘man’, ‘woman’, ‘boy’,
‘girl’) with some action such as ‘running’ or ‘jumping’, is
sent to an image search engine such as Google or Flickr.
Currently, we focus on actions where the full body is visible
(e.g. we do not search for ‘woman driving’). Inspired by
the work of Chen et al. [9], we filter the query results to
retain only ‘algorithm friendly’ images, where the foreground
objects are well separated from the background. Next, the
human character in each image is segmented based on a novel
adaptive skin color detector. Further filtering of false samples
is carried out by comparing the segmented silhouette to
contours characteristic of the given action. Statistical analysis
shows that our segmentation and filtering scheme successfully
improves the imperfect results of simple segmentation and
provides segmented human figures with sufficient quantity and
quality. Testing PoseShop on more than three million online
images produced a database containing more than 400,000
segmented human characters, many more than popular image
databases such as [12], [13].

To facilitate personal media synthesis and manipulation we
use multiple indexing schemes for the database. The images
are indexed according to the person characteristic and action
performed but also according to clothes attributes we recover
such as long vs. short shirt and pants, patterned vs. single color.
We also compute a contour signature from the segmented
silhouette. Hence, the database can be queried using text
attributes as well as pose attributes. We present a simple user-
interface using a skeleton to define a pose and select images
with similar poses (see Fig. 1).

To demonstrate the use of such database we present two
applications. The major application, which is also an impor-
tant motivation of the database construction, is a system for
personal content synthesis and manipulation in the form of
personal comic-strips creation. This application is also used
to enhance the database quality as user corrections of specific
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Fig. 1. Using our segmented human character database to create personalized comic-strips. The user provides sketches (first
row) and some head images for each character, and the application generates a photorealistic comic-strip (second row). It finds
people with similar pose, personalizes them using head swapping, maintaining consistency over different frames by replacing
cloth and skin colors. Some manual refinement are applied such as adding text balloons and cropping (the dashed line rectangle
in the input sketch).

images (e.g. of segmentation) are fed back to the database
and stored. Additionally, we show how human actions can
be correlated based on visual appearance alone, using the
segmented character database. This correlation is also used
to enhance the query retrieval from the database itself.

1.1 Personalized Comics
Most results obtained when searching for images on the net,
even for human images, are impersonal - they contain people
whom you do not know. On the other hand, it seems that the
main incentive for image manipulations would be personal:
one would like to repair, change, or even synthesize images
mostly of oneself, one’s family and one’s friends. Still, using
personal images for general image synthesis is impractical as
personal photo collections are too small to represent general
poses and actions. Previous methods on content aware syn-
thesis [14], [15], [8], [9] were restricted to the creation of
a single image. Comic-strips can be used to compose more
complex ‘stories’ and often provide more appealing results.

In our personal comic-strip application, the user specifies a
simple ‘story’ by drawing casual sketches or positioning a
skeleton figure in various poses. He or she only needs to
provide some personal head images of the main characters,
and the system generates photo-realistic results interactively
utilizing a PoseShop database (see Fig. 1). The challenge in
personalization requires changing the features of a general
human character image to resemble the given person. We
present a head-swapping technique and cloth color changing
technique to achieve this. Moreover, synthesizing multiple
frames for comics demands identity, clothing, colors and
lighting consistency across frames. We utilize our database
indexing attributes to attain consistency across frames.

We compared our personalized comic-strips to similar com-
positions generated by an expert PhotoShop user, as well as
the Sketch2Photo system. The comparison suggests that our

human image database and comic-strips generation system not
only save a great amount of time for the expert, but also
offer non-professional users the ability to create interesting
and vivid photo-realistic comic-strips.

2 RELATED WORK

Many image databases have been built to train detection and
recognition algorithms. Representative databases include Yale
face database [16], Daimler pedestrian database [17], INRIA
database for human detection [18] and HumanEva [19] for
pose estimation. Typically, the image quality of these databases
is limited (e.g. grayscale images of size between 200 to 300
pixels). Hence, they are not suitable for high quality image
composition tasks. There are also databases with better image
quality like PASCAL VOC2006 [11], Caltech 256 [12] and
LabelMe [13]. However, all of them include not more than
a few thousands human images, which limit their usefulness
for synthesis applications. Furthermore, these databases only
provide a bounding box around the human object and not
the actual segmented characters, while manual segmentation
is possible, it cannot scale up for large image numbers.

While there are many images available online, building an
image database is still a nontrivial task because very few of
these images are annotated. Recently, algorithms have been
proposed to automatically analyze online images to build
large scale databases for skies [5] and faces [4]. Amazon
Mechanical Turk can also be used [20] to collect annotated
images. However, such a database was missing for human
characters.

Recognizing actions from a single image is a very difficult
task. This problem was previously studied in [21] and [22].
In our work we reverse this question - instead of classifying
human actions in general images, we search for images of
predefined human actions. A similar idea had been used in [23]
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to create models for classifiers of a small number of activities
(five). These classifiers were then used for action recognition
and annotation of video sequences. In our work we have used
more than 300 verbs as queries to build our database. Chao
et al. provide an interface for retrieving human motion from
hand-drawn sketches [24], we also provide a similar database
querying interface.

Our content synthesis is related to content aware image
synthesis works, where a series of methods [14], [15], [3],
[8], [25], [9], [6], [7], [10] have been proposed with different
strategies on selecting image components. Hays and Efros [3]
completed missing image regions by images with similar low
level descriptors in an online image database. Diakopoulos
et al. [14] and Johnson et al. [15] specified image content
with text labels and composed a picture according to an auto-
matically labeled and segmented database. Lalonde et al. [8]
further used camera pose and illumination condition to choose
images for high quality composition. Eitz et al. [25] selected
pictures for image composition according to sketches. Chen et
al. [9] proposed the Sketch2Photo system that combines text
labels and sketches for image selection. All these methods
used generic databases with different object categories. Wang
et al. [6] and Chia et al. [7] utilize image database or Internet
images for image color theme enhancement and colorization
respectively. Huang et al. [10] create Arcimboldo-like collage
from Internet images. Further, these methods are limited to
the synthesis of a single image. In comparison, we build
a database specifically for human characters with semantic
attributes that enables flexible and consistent multi-frame
comics composition.

Automatic comic-strips generation was studied previously by
Kurlander et al. [26] with cartoon images. Their technique
evolved into a commercial software: Microsoft Comic Chat,
and later also to Google Lively. Automatic generation of
comics have also been presented in [27] from interactive
computer games and in [28] from action videos. However,
in all these systems, a general non-personal icon or avatar is
used to depict a character. In comparison, our personalized
comic-strips can generate comics of a personal characters.

To increase the consistency across frames in a synthesized
media, one can use parametric reshaping methods of human
figures as in [29]. However, this does not solve the appearance
consistency and is difficult to scale for huge databases of
images. Xu et al. [30] capture a small database of multi-
view video sequences of an actor performing various basic
motions. The database is then used to synthesize plausible
video sequences of humans according to user-defined body
motions and viewpoints. Still, the variety of the synthesis
is limited by the manually captured database and it cannot
generate personalized content.

3 DATA COLLECTION AND PREPROCESSING

In this section, we describe how we collect human images and
extract human characters from them. We also compute clothing
and action attributes for each extracted human character. Our
method builds upon existing works on human detection, skin

Fig. 2. Human detection results. The red frame is the bounding
boxes of detected human. The blue frame indicates detected
faces. The region overlayed in green contains ‘definite back-
ground pixels’.

detection and image segmentation, but none of these existing
methods are able to provide a sufficient success rate for
massive online images. Our database construction relies first
on an image filtering scheme and second on improvements of
these methods.

Acquisition To download high quality images from the Inter-
net, we first create a list of verbs that are likely to be associated
with human characters such as ‘talk’, ‘walk’, ‘run’, ‘sit’, etc.
Some actions involve interaction between the character and a
scene object. Hence, we generate another list of verb-object
phrases such as ‘ride bicycle’, ‘play tennis’, ‘eat apple’, etc.
In this paper, we used a list containing around 300 verbs and
phrases 1. We combine each verb/phrase with ‘man’, ‘woman’,
‘boy’ or ‘girl’ respectively. Such combinations are referred
to as ‘keywords’ hereinafter. The combinations generate over
1,200 keywords, and we search for images using these key-
words online (we use Flickr as our image search engine). Each
keyword typically returns around 3,000 images. Excluding
repeated images, we collect around 3 million images, each
with an action label. Using our database construction pipeline
this collection can be easily extended to more keywords and
images.

Once images have been downloaded, we proceed to detect
and segment the human characters from the images. The
results of online image queries are often very noisy, they
contain both false positive images and complex images that
are difficult to handle. We perform various filtering stages
alongside the human character extraction to achieve better
results. First, we discard complex images which are likely to
fail when processed by detection and segmentation methods.
Later, we apply contour consistency filtering that identifies
a set of key poses for each action. Accurate segmentation of
human characters is another challenge, since human characters
usually have complicated appearances. Fortunately, human
detection is well-studied in computer vision, and automatic
algorithms can provide an initial guess for accurate graph-cut
based foreground extraction method. In our experiments we
have found that characters wearing shorts and pants frequently
‘lose’ their limbs or heads since these regions are elongated
and contain different colors than the clothes. To fix these
segmentation problems we use a novel adaptive skin detection
algorithm.

Human detection On each downloaded image we apply hu-

1. The list of verbs and phrases is provided in the supplementary file.
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man detection described in [31] to identify human characters.
We chose this detector as it is effective in detecting humans
in different poses. In addition, it detects the different semantic
parts of the body such as head, body and limbs. This method
does not rely on face detection excessively, so it works well
also when the face of the human character is facing away
from the camera. It can fail when important human parts
(e.g. the whole head) are occluded. However, for our database
construction and synthesis purposes, it is better to discard
such partial human images. We apply conservative parameter
settings for the algorithm (threshold the probability at 0.3) to
exclude ambiguous detections. Some examples of the detection
results are shown in Fig. 2. We discard all images where no
humans are found. From images that contain multiple human
characters, we only keep the non-overlapping ones. Typically,
we detect about 4,000 distinct human characters for each
keyword.

Algorithm friendly image filtering Automatic foreground
object segmentation algorithm usually fails when the images
contain complicated backgrounds. In [9], algorithm friendly
image filtering is presented to rapidly discard images whose
automatic processing is likely to give unreliable results. The
image filtering contains two steps. First, a saliency region
detection algorithm is applied to all the images; Then, a
generic image segmentation is applied to the regions except
the detected saliency regions of the image. Images producing
excess segments are discarded. The remaining images are the
‘algorithm friendly’ ones where the background is simple
enough so that the foreground can be well separated. In our
case, to adapt the idea, we replace the saliency region with
the detected character bounding box. Then, we also apply the
generic image segmentation algorithm of [32] (with parameter
k = 500 which tends to preserve the integrity of the textured
region instead of over-segmenting them). Next, we sort all
images downloaded using the same keyword according to the
number of segments that lie outside the character bounding
box. For each keyword, we only keep 50% of the images with
the lower segments count. After this filtering, typically 2,000
human characters are left for each keyword.

Adaptive skin detection The automatic human detection often
generate inaccurate bounding box. This is evident in the
rightmost example of Fig. 2, where the legs are not included
in the bounding box. For our segmented human extraction
purposes it is crucial have accurate high accuracy. We employ
accurate skin detection to alleviate this problem. The result of
our skin detection is also used to estimate clothing attributes
at a later stage.

Existing skin detection methods build appearance models for
skin and non-skin pixels to detect skin regions. Here, we
adopt the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) with 16 Gaussian
components in the RGB color space [33], which was trained
from 13, 640 manually labeled images. Note that these mod-
els work best for Caucasian and Mongoloid skin color. We
calculate the ratio of the probabilities of being skin and non-
skin at every pixel. A pixel is considered as skin if this ratio
is above a certain threshold T , i.e. P (skin)/P (¬skin) ≥ T .

Fig. 3. Skin detection results. For each example, from left to
right, they are the original image, detected skin pixels (red)
according to [Jones and Rehg 2002], detected skin pixels
(green) according to our method.

We have found that using a fixed threshold T for all images is
unreliable in our settings. This leads to many false detections
(see Fig. 3), that can effect the segmentation quality. For better
skin detection, we use an adaptive skin detection algorithm that
utilizes human semantic part detection results to learn specific
skin and non-skin models for each human character and refine
the threshold adaptively.

Our adaptive skin detection iterates between two steps until
convergence. In the first step, we optimize the threshold T for
a given skin color model. And in the second step, we refine the
skin color model. The key idea of the first step is to maximize
the amount of pixels classified as skin in an area known as
skin (the face) and minimize it in an area known as non-skin
(background). Though this refinement is less effective if the
character is facing away the camera. Towards this end we
minimize the following function:

C(T ) = ω1(1−R1(T ))
2 + ω2R2(T )

2 + ω3(T − T0)
2 (1)

where we maximize R1(T ), which is the ratio of skin pixels
in the face area (the blue frame in Fig. 2), and minimize
R2(T ), which is the ratio of skin pixels in the background (the
green regions in Fig. 2). We also do not want to deviate too
much from T0 = 1.4, which is the optimal threshold according
to [33] that was found as a result of a training process from
manually labeled images. ωi are combination weights that are
set to 0.1, 0.8 and 0.1 respectively. For each image we mini-
mize this function by choosing the best value from a uniform
sampling of T as follows: Ti = 1.1 + i ∗ 0.005, 0 ≤ i ≤ 100.

In the second, refinement, step we adjust the Gaussian weights
of the color model according to the detected skin pixels in the
face and background region. Basically, we increase (decrease)
the weights of Gaussian components that are close to skin
pixels detected in the face (background) region. Let Πt−1 =
(πt−1

1 , ..., πt−1
n ) be the Gaussian weights of the skin model

in the (t − 1)th iteration, the weight vector at tth iteration
Πt = (πt

1, ..., π
t
n) is updated by:

Πt = αΠt
1 − αΠt

2 + (1− 2α)Πt−1. (2)

Here, Πt
1 = γ(

∑
i∈A

pi1, ...,
∑
i∈A

pin), where A indicates all skin

pixels detected in the face region, pij is the probability that
the i-th pixel is generated by the j-th Gaussian component. γ
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is the normalizing factor. Πt
2 is defined in a similar way for

skin pixels in the background. In all the experiments, we set
α = 0.1.

We iterate these two steps until the detected skin region does
not change or a maximum number of iteration (20) is reached.
The resulting skin regions are often noisy and discontinuous.
We further apply a morphological ‘close’ operation 3 times on
the pixel regions to connect scattered skin regions. Our adap-
tive skin detection generates better results than the original
approach of [33] (see Fig. 3). We compare the ratio of pixels
incorrectly detected as skin and non-skin on 100 images with
manually marked ground truth. The false skin and false non-
skin ratio for [33] are 47.78% and 46.58% respectively, while
our detection reduced these ratios to 28.95% and 27.51% on
the same images. More comparison and analysis are included
in our supplementary file.

Segmentation Each detected human character is segmented
from its background with the help of skin detection by graph-
cut based segmentation techniques [34], [35]. Hernandez et al.
also use GrabCut to segment human from videos [36], but their
method relies on temporal redundancy of video, which does
not work on independent images. In fact, none of the existing
human segmentation methods can ensure good segmentation
results for all the human images. Our human segmentation
algorithm depends on the human detection, skin detection and
most importantly, strict contour filtering.

A set F of foreground pixels are defined as ‘definite human
pixels’, and a set B as ‘definite background pixels’. Then,
a graph-cut algorithm is applied to extract the character
boundary. F pixels (marked in green in Fig. 4) automatically
include central pixels of each detected body part, e.g. a 5× 5
region at the center of head, two 1× 8 regions at the centers
of left and right torso regions, and a 4 × 14 region at the
center of the character bounding box. To help the segmentation
with detected skin regions, we also apply a morphological
‘skeleton’ operation on the skin regions, and all the skeleton
pixels are also included in F pixels. B pixels (marked in red
in Fig. 4) are defined by patches of 5× 5 pixels coming from
the two top corners of the head bounding box, the upper-left
corner of the left torso region and upper-right corner of the
right torso region, and the two lower corners of the feet region.
All the human part regions are detected using the human
detection method of Felzenszwalb et al. [31]. In the graph-cut
based segmentation, we expand the character bounding box
by morphological dilation and apply one iteration of grab-
cut [34] to this expanded region with the F and B pixels as
prior labeling. Sometimes, this expanded region does not cover
the whole character. We iteratively apply dilation followed by
grab-cut until the segmentation boundary does not change or
a maximum number of iterations (20) is reached. Some of our
segmentation results are provided in Fig. 4. Note, for instance,
that the human detection missed the legs of the rightmost
character (see the right most of Fig. 2). With the help of skin
region detection, our final segmentation includes both legs.

Cascade contour filtering Once the characters are segmented
we can use their silhouettes for shape based filtering. We man-

Fig. 4. Character segmentation results. The first row shows
the automatically identified ‘definite human pixels’ (green) and
‘definite background pixels’ (red). The second row are results
from graph-cut based segmentation.

ually choose 1-5 human characters with good segmentation as
representative key-poses for each keyword. Typically, they are
images of the same action from different views. For each key-
word, it takes less than 30 seconds to choose the representative
poses, since browsing the top 100 images is generally enough.
Then, we check the consistency of the segmented contours of
each character with each of the representative poses. In [9], the
‘shape context’ feature measure [37] is suggested for contour
filtering. Using this scheme, after filtering, there are still about
30% false positives. To achieve higher quality for our database
we employ a range of methods to check contour consistency.
Since we need to process a large number of images, we
apply these method in a cascading manner. The slower, more
accurate, methods are only applied to images that pass the
faster earlier methods tests. This scheme was initially designed
to speed up the filtering, but it turns out that it also improves
the filtering performance, as the filters are complementary.

We first apply a closed-form affine registration algorithm [38]
to align the segmentation contour to the representative poses.
The method represents the input point sets as probability
density functions, and treats the registration as aligning the two
distributions, which can be efficiently optimized by solving
a system of polynomial equations. If the estimated affine
transform contains significant shearing, change in aspect ratio
or rotation, we consider it as an incorrect contour and discard
the image. We rank images by these three criteria and use the
average rank to keep about 1500 images for each keyword.
Next, we apply the shape context similarity criterion to rank
the remaining images and keep only 1000 images for each
keyword. The shape context descriptor encodes for reference
points sampled on the shape silhouette, the distribution of
distances to all other points. Shape context similarities are
evaluated for both the candidate shape and the flipped shape,
by finding optimal matching over sampled feature points.
Finally, we use hierarchical tree [39] as contour similarity
measurement to rank remaining images and keep the 500
top ranked ones. The method provides a hierarchical repre-
sentation for the contours that captures shape information at
multiple levels of resolution, which leads to richer geometric
models and more accurate recognition results, at a higher
computational complexity. At each step, if there are multiple
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representative poses, the best consistency images from all
poses are used for ranking.

Attributes estimation We define three binary clothes at-
tributes, namely ‘long sleeves’ vs. ‘T-shirts’ (for shirts), ‘long
pants’ vs. ‘shorts’ (for pants) and ‘single color’ vs. ‘patterned’
(fpr texture). The first two attributes are detected according to
the ratio of skin pixels in upper and lower bodies respectively.
These three attributes are also specifically designed for the
comic-strips synthesis application. We exclude the head region
from the upper body before evaluating the ratio of skin pixels
to all pixels. We use a threshold on the ratio to decide if
shirt and pants are long or short. We use 0.03 for shirts and
0.07 for pants according to the results on 1000 manually
annotated images. To separate shirts from pants we divide the
segmented human figure horizontally at the middle, and refine
the boundary using graph-cut. Note that this simple method
cannot handle lying or sitting peoples, moreover, when the
shirt and pants have similar colors or a dress is worn, manual
corrections to the cut may be needed when the image is used.

The texture attribute is decided by evaluating the color distri-
bution and edge complexities of non-skin pixel regions within
the upper and lower parts of the body. The texture attribute
is considered ‘patterned’ if a cubic curve cannot be fitted to
these pixels in RGB space (average per pixel error is larger
than 10), or if the region contains a significant amount of
edges (the ratio of Canny edge pixels is larger than 0.1).
Otherwise, it is considered smooth – containing a single color.
To segment the clothes from skin we shrink the skin and non-
skin regions by 5 pixels and use these as initial background
and foreground segmentation respectively. We then apply a
graph-cut segmentation to refine the region of upper and lower
clothes. Shirt and pants are simply defined as the upper and
lower non-skin pixels respectively. A brief evaluation of the
clothes attributes estimation is provided in Section 5.

4 DATABASE ORGANIZATION

We organize the image database in a tree structure according
to the image segmentation contours for efficient querying. The
database can be queried by a user-provided skeleton which is
automatically converted to a contour. To facilitate applications,
we store a separate databases for men, women, boys and girls
images. Each action attribute corresponds to a list of images
associated with it. Additionally, three flag bits are used to mark
corresponding clothes attributes of the images.

Gavrila [40] has provided a sophisticated construction method
of template tree by recursive partitional clustering, which can
be used for hierarchical shape matching and querying. In our
case, we use a simpler clustering and indexing method for
efficiency consideration. Our index tree is built by iteratively
clustering images by affinity propagation [41] with default
parameter value (preference = 1). The clustering method
takes as input measures of similarity between pairs of data
points. Real-valued messages are then exchanged between data
points until a high-quality set of exemplars and corresponding
clusters gradually emerges. To measure the similarity between
two segmented character images for clustering, we use shape

Fig. 5. The database query interface: the user can move the
joints of a 2D skeleton to specify a pose, each movement
triggers a query and the top ranked segmented character
image is returned. More top ranking results can be chosen
from thumbnails on the right.

context [37] described above. In the cascade contour filtering
stage, each image is associated with a representative pose
having the most similar contour. We first group representative
poses (3000 poses in total 4 × 300 keywords) by affinity
propagation. When a group contains less than 10 representative
poses, we begin to group the character images associated with
each pose, and the pose naturally becomes the parent node of
the associated images. In practice, our iterative grouping leads
to a tree of height 6.

To test our pipeline, beginning with three million online
pictures our final database contains 400, 000 segmented human
images with clothes and action attributes. This indicates our
database construction method has a conversion rate of 13.3%.
However, given the unlimited image resources on the Internet
and the low manual intervention requirement, the scale of the
human database that PoseShop can generate is unlimited in
theory. In practice, our test database of 400, 000 elements is
already much larger than existing ones.

4.1 Query Interface

Our database can return a character in a specific pose, hence,
the contour of a human pose can be used as a query. To
simplify this task, we designed an intuitive interface where
a user can manipulate the joints of a 2D skeleton to specify
a pose (see Fig. 5). The pose contour is generated from the
skeleton using the silhouette of a human body mesh attached
to the skeleton. Our system compares the query contour with
those in the index tree structure from top to bottom, and
the most similar contour in the leaf node is returned. As
the quality of results varies, we also list thumbnails of ten
additional alternatives which are most similar to the query
contour (Fig. 5, right). The user can then choose to manually
replace the returned image. To focus the search more, or to
improve the query performance, the user can also provide
action labels in addition to the skeleton. In such cases only
images with the specified action labels will be examined under
the tree structure. Since the tree is built by first grouping
representative poses, we only need to search in branches under
the representative poses of the specified action.
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src

noskin

our

gtr
TP(%) 84.23 98.58 99.64 95.45 92.69 91.37
FP(%) 0.088 0.23 0.078 0.44 0.21 0.17

Fig. 6. Per-pixel segmentation quality. “src”, “noskin”, “our”
and “gtr” indicate original online images, segmentation masks
without skin detection improvement, segmentation masks in
our database and manually labeled ground truth segmentation
masks respectively. “TP” and “FP” are true positive rates and
false positive rates respectively. More samples are provided in
the supplementary file.

5 DATABASE EVALUATION

To evaluate the database quality, we choose some top ranked
sample images associated with ‘girl run’, ‘woman jump’, ‘man
play football’ and ‘boy skating’. (These images are provided
in the supplementary file.) We manually checked the top 200
images in each of these subsets. Among these four sets,
92.0%, 89.0%, 81.0%, and 95.5% images, respectively, are
true positives, i.e., images where a character performs the
correct action. We also manually check the clothes attributes
for these images. We find 78.0%, 83.0%, 70% and 75.5% of
them, respectively, have correct clothes attributes.

We also evaluated the per-pixel segmentation accuracy of
the database. We uniformly sample 200 segmented human
figures from the database categories associated with above four
keywords and manually segment their original images. Then
we compare the per-pixel segmentations in our database to
their ground truth. The average true positive rates (the ratio of
detected human pixels) are 91.5%, 83.9%, 88.5% and 89.2%
for the four keyword respectively. Without our improved adap-
tive skin detection these rates drop to 87.3%, 76.4%, 75.0%
and 82.8% respectively. This demonstrates the effectiveness of
our skin detection method. The average false positive rates (the
ratio of non-human pixels labeled as human) are 1.2%, 1.2%,
0.8% and 0.9% respectively. We provide all 200 segmentations
(with and without skin detection improvement) and ground
truth in Fig. 6 and the supplementary file. This per-pixel
segmentation accuracy indicates that although the automatic
segmentation of the human figures in our database is imperfect,
the main structure of the character (covered by around 85%
pixels) is preserved. This enables efficient querying using
a user provided sketch or our skeleton interface. Given the
potential large scale of the database, we hope it will become
a valuable asset for future computer vision and graphics
communities.

There is a clear trade-off between the database quality and
number of images we include per action. When more down-

loaded images are included, the quality of the results drop. In
Fig. 7, we plot the ratio of true positive images as a function of
the number of images selected for each action (blue curves).
It is typically over 90% in the top 100 images and gradually
drops to about 80% in the top 500 images which is the number
we selected to build our database. Our results compare favor-
ably to several alternatives. The results without applying the
cascade contour filtering but using algorithm friendly filtering
and segmentation (green curves), where the segmented human
images are sorted only by the image search engine, produce
the lowest ratio. This ratio is smaller even from the ratio of
images queried directly from the Internet with no filtering,
especially in the top 100 images (purple curves). However,
note that many of these non-filtered images are too complex
for high quality segmentation, or contain partial human bodies
that cannot be used for our full-pose human database. Our
results also compare favorably to Sketch2Photo [9] method
(red curves), which uses a user drawn contour and a text label
to search images from the Internet directly.

Fig. 7 illustrates two conclusions. First, just using human
detection and our improved skin detection (green curve),
human segmentation results could constantly provide about
50% true positives with correct content and pose. The contour
filtering results (illustrated by Stetch2Photo shown with the
red curve) sometimes fall even below the green curve, since it
only uses a general attention detection model, not specialized
for humans, to segment the main subject. Our cascade contour
filtering that combines specialized human detection and pose
contour filtering gives best performance. In summary, because
of more advanced detection, segmentation and filtering during
database construction, the true positive ratio of PoseShop
is consistently higher. Note that the search queries is also
perform much faster than in a general Internet search.

Since a sequence of computationally demanding computer
vision algorithms are employed in our database construction
method, we provide some timing evaluation. These timings
were measured for normalized images of 120k pixels on a
single core of an Intel i7 CPU. The human detection and
the iteratively graph-cut based segmentation are the most time
consuming steps, which take on average around 5 seconds
and 18 seconds per image, respectively. The generic image
segmentation [32], adaptive skin detection and cloth attributes
estimation together take about one second per image. However,
these steps can be easily parallelized for a large image col-
lection. The representative pose selection and cascade contour
filtering and organization take around 5 minutes for each key-
word. On our 16-thread configuration, the total process takes
about one hour for each keyword. Our test database was built
within two months. Considering most steps are automatic and
the manual intervention for each keyword takes less than one
minute (defining keywords and selecting representative poses),
it is safe to claim that the proposed method can gradually build
any size human pose database with the expanding amount of
the Internet images.

For application purposes, it is more important to check the
quality of queried images from the database. Fig. 8 shows
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Fig. 7. Database quality vs. number of images. When more images are selected for each action, the true positive ratio will drop.
The true positive ratio of the proposed method is consistently higher than the one of Sketch2Photo (see text for more details).

Fig. 8. Images obtained by querying ‘a man jumping in T-shirts and shorts’ (first row) and ‘a man hiking in long-sleeves and
pants’ (second row).

dancing fencing gymnastics hike jump kick play football play golf paly tennis run
TP (%) 81 68 71 80 80 60 72 70 74 87

Fig. 9. The true positive ratio among top 100 images of various queries.

some images returned by the following queries: ‘a man jump-
ing in T-shirts and shorts’ and ‘a man hiking in long sleeves
and pants’. Such queries take about 1 second to run in a
computer with 2 × Quad Core i7 920 CPU and 12G RAM.
We further evaluate the query performance by the true positive
ratio in the returned top 100 images. This ratio is provided for
several actions in Fig. 9. On average, the clustering decrease
true positives by 5% in the top 100 returned results. Still, most
queries have high true positive ratio of above 70%.

6 APPLICATIONS

Our character image database opens the door to many ap-
plications. There are mainly two possible types of applica-
tions: analysis and synthesis. For synthesis, our database and
querying tools could be used with existing image composition
systems like Photo Clip Art [8] or Sketch2Photo [9]. The
additional attributes like actions and clothing type could make
the compositions more controllable. For analysis, machine
learning algorithms can be used to train classifiers for each
action label in our database and recognize human pose for a
given human silhouette.

In this paper, we demonstrate one application of each type.
For synthesis application, we present an interactive system
to generate personalized comic-strips. The unique challenges
of this system is first to personalize general images from
PoseShop database, and second, to maintain the consistency
of the personal characters in all frames. We develop a series of
image personalization and consistency techniques to achieve
these goals. To demonstrate analysis application, we show that
semantic meaning can be learn using visual representation
from PoseShop database, such as the correlation of different
action words.

6.1 Personalized comic-strips synthesis
Motivated by Sketch2Photo system [9] we want to allow the
generation of personalized comic-strips. The Sketch2Photo is

a system that composes a realistic picture from a freehand
sketch annotated with text labels. The composed picture is
generated by seamlessly stitching several images searched
from the Internet in agreement with the sketch and text
labels. Personalized comic-strip are created from more than
one image where coherency is important, and contain figures
of the user or his/her friends and not just general people. The
input to our application includes the comics story-board with
some simple sketches and text labels, and head images of the
main character(s). We use similar stages as those presented
in Sketch2Photo system, but search for human characters
in our segmented PoseShop human database instead of the
Internet. The novel contributions include the personalization
of the anonymous characters obtained from the database, and
maintaining consistency across multiple frames.

In each frame, the user can position several skeletons to
represent characters and also sketch other scene items. The
user can also draw accessories for the character, and these are
merged with the skeletons they are attached to. The overall
shape is then used to query the character database. A textual
label is provided for each character and scene item. Our system
automatically searches for characters in the given pose using
our database, and for suitable scene items over the internet, and
then seamlessly composites them into a realistic picture. We
personalize the different anonymous segmented human images
using a head swapping technique. We also present a clothes
color swapping method to maintain the visual consistency of
characters across the comics frames. In the following, we
explain these techniques and other aspects of our system.

Head swap People recognize characters by their faces, Bitouk
et al. [4] designed a method to swap faces. In our system,
however, we need to swap the whole head for better frame
consistency because hair style is also visually important.
We require the user to provide 4 head images of different
directions with a homogenous background. For general use,
the system also provides a default head library of 20 people,
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Fig. 10. Head swap result. For each example, from left to right,
they are the original image, result by automatic swapping and
interactively refined result. The left two examples do not need
any interaction.

each with 4 directions. We use the orientation of the input
skeleton to decide which of these 4 images to use.

Once the target and source head images are decided, we apply
the following 6 steps to swap the head. 1) We first detect the
face of each image according to the human detection result
(face is indicated by the blue frame as in Fig. 2). 2) We
estimate the shoulder (the green lines in Fig. 10) by fitting
two line segments on both sides of the face according to
the upper boundary of the clothes pixels, i.e. non-skin pixels
within the character segment. 3) We connect the top of the
two shoulder by a line (the red line in Fig. 10). The character
part above this line is considered the head. Skin pixels on
this line give the width of the neck. The neck is set as a
rectangle whose height is 1/6 of its width (the blue rectangle
in Fig. 10). 4) We then find a similarity transformation to
register the two heads. We require the pasted neck to cover the
upper edge of the original neck, which gives a feasible range
of the transformation parameters. 5) We search for the optimal
transformation within this range by exhaustively searching
with a small step size, i.e. 1 pixels for translation and 1 degree
for rotation (scaling is fixed as the middle value of its range).
We represent each head by the points on its boundary and the
Harris corners [42] within the face. The optimal transformation
is the one that minimizes the set-to-set distance. 2 6) Finally,
we apply blending as proposed in [9] to paste the new head
onto the target image.

Clothes consistency Swapping clothes between two character
images is a challenging problem. However, if both characters
wear single color clothes of the same style, clothes swapping
can be reduced to color swapping. Hence, in our synthesis
applications, we restrict the database queries to characters
that have a ‘single color’ attribute for clothes. Further, for
consistency, we require the same type of clothes for the
same character across all frames, i.e. either long or short
pants and shirt. We use the clothes segmentation generated in
PoseShop database and further refined it by alpha matting [43]
to estimate the fractional clothes region.

Reinhard et al. [44] proposed to transfer color between two

2. The set to set distance between a set of points pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ N and
qj , 1 ≤ j ≤ M is defined as

∑
i minj d(pi, qj) +

∑
j mini d(pi, qj).

d(pi, qj) measures the distance between pi and qj .

Fig. 11. clothes swapping results. In each example, the source
image on the right is adjusted according to the target image on
the left. The original source image before swapping is shown
at the lower-right corner.

images by mapping the mean and variance of each channel
of the lαβ space. This method has difficulties when there
are significant shading variations in clothes. We propose a
different method for color swapping in the Lab color space.
In the target image, we fit a cubic function to relate its
a, b channels to the L channel, treating a(L), b(L) as cubic
functions of L. In the source image, we first map its L
channel to the target L channel by a linear transformation
such that their mean and variance are the same. However,
when dark clothes are changed to bright, this can create
significant quantization error. If the mean differences is more
than 80 gray-levels, we perform median filtering. Next, we
apply the cubic functions a(L), b(L) to the target image to
update the a, b channels from the source image. To maintain
color consistency among multiple frames, we choose as target
the clothes color from the frame that is closest to the average
color of all frames. We do not use the average color itself,
as large variations of clothes colors in different images often
leads to poor average colors. Some results of clothes color
swapping are shown in Fig. 11.

Skin and shape consistency Since we have the skin detection
of each human character, we can also adjust the skin color for
consistency. We use the same method as clothes color swap,
but here the target skin color distribution is computed as the
average of all instances of the same character in all frames,
and then applied to all of them. This minimizes the artifacts of
large differences between chosen characters. Body shapes are
first adjusted by simple uniform scaling. Next, we use the input
skeletons to calculate the aspect ratios of the character and
adjust the human body aspect ratio accordingly. We constrain
the change to be no more than 10%.

Scene item consistency Users may require the background or
scene items, other than characters, to remain consistent over
different frames. Our system provides two ways to handle this.
Either the user chooses to fix the items over all (or some) of
the comics frames, or to constrain them to have similar colors.
When the second option is chosen, the image selection will
require the image component histogram to be consistent over
different frames.

Combination optimization Since the image is composed of
several characters and items it is beneficial to find the best
combination of scene items and background. When optimizing
the combination of searched image components per frame, we
apply additional constraints to maintain character consistency
across frames. First, we require the same character to have the
same clothes attributes across all frames such as ‘long shirt +
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long pants’ or ‘T-shirts + long pants’. Next, the components
combination is selected by optimizing the following cost:

arg min
Bi,Ii,Si

∑
i

Ci(Bi, Ii, Si) + λ
∑
k ̸=l

||Ik − Il||2.

Here, i is the frame index. Assuming, for simplicity of
notation, that each frame contains one character and one
scene item, then Bi, Ii, Si are the candidate background,
human character and scene item components in the ith frame
respectively. The first term in the sum, Ci(Bi, Ii, Si) measures
the local cost of the ith frame using the hybrid blending
cost of [9], which combines the Gabor feature difference, the
summed pixelwise difference of the UV color components
between source and target images, as well as the matting fea-
sibility measure of source images. The second term ||Ik−Il||2
measures the consistency between the pairs of frames k and
l of the average skin and clothes color of the character using
L2 distance in RGB space. We typically use a small λ (0.2 in
our implementation) since consistency is usually maintained
by our swapping techniques. We use 100 candidates for each
character Ii and scene item Si, and 20 candidates for each
background image Bi. In our examples we generated 4 frames
in a comic-strip and we exhaustively search for the optimal
combination among all possible combinations.

Interactive refinement Automatic segmentation, swapping
of head, and consistency of clothes, skin and body shapes
are very challenging. Our automatic method often generates
imperfect results. Hence, we allow the user to interactively
improve the automatic results. To facilitate the interaction,
our system generates four automatic compositions of each
frame and the user can choose between them and follow
with interactive refinement. He/she can replace incorrect image
components and improve image segmentation. For instance,
the automatical head swapping could have unnatural head ori-
entation and neck connection due to incorrect segmentations;
The clothes and skin color swapping also depend on precise
segmentation of clothes and skin regions. These segmentation
often need some interactive refinement by the user. The user
can also manually adjust the orientation, scaling and position
of the replaced head image (see Fig. 10). Our body shape
adjustment cannot work well for characters that are too fat or
too thin. In this case, the user can manually adjust the aspect
ratio or just change to a different human character. Shadows
can be added by pasting a flattened and black character
image at a user specified position manually. Further, both
conversation balloons and hallos for human characters can
be created manually similar to conventional comic-strips. The
user can also zoom in or crop a region from the automatic
compositions to focus more on the characters and not on their
whole body.

When a user refines a segmentation of a specific image from
the PoseShop database, the results are recorded and stored
back in the database itself. Hence, personal comics creation
and similar types of applications that utilize the database, can
also be used to continually enhance the database quality.

Example Results We composed several comic-strips to

Fig. 12. Four automatic compositions created for ‘ski story’.
Red frames indicate incorrect scene items.

demonstrate the application of our PoseShop database in per-
sonalized content synthesis. In each comic-strip, we sketched
four frames containing one or two human characters. We
obtain the candidate character images from our database in
a few minutes. In contrast, the query and filtering of other
scene items and backgrounds from the Internet can take a
significant amount of time (10-20 minutes for each scene
item). Next, the combination optimization takes around five
minutes, and outputs four automatic compositions. In these
automatic compositions, there are typically two to three in-
correct scene items or human characters in all four frames
(see Fig. 12). The interactive refinement begins from these
results and usually takes around ten minutes for each comic-
strip (please refer to the supplementary video for more details).
The most time consuming interaction is segmentation refine-
ment of the characters and scene items, which usually takes
four to five minutes, i.e. one minute for each frame. Other
manual refinements include adjusting heads, pointing shadow
directions, adding talking balloons and cropping.

Fig. 1 shows a beach vacation comics generated with our
system. The first row shows the input sketches where the
same character is shown in the same color over different
frames. The second row shows the generated comic-strip
(the top four automatic compositions of this example are
included in the supplementary video). These frames closely
match the semantic meaning of the sketch. Thanks to the
head and clothes swapping technique, human characters appear
consistent over different frames, although they are composed
from images of different people. However, there are still vis-
ible illumination artifacts since our method does not estimate
lighting conditions. For example, the bodies have directional
lighting, while the heads have uniform illumination.

Fig. 13 provides two different personalized comics of the
same story. These two comic-strips are generated from the
same sketch with different text labels: ‘man’ vs. ‘woman’,
and male and female heads respectively. This example shows
that our system can achieve personalized stylization. The top
four automatic compositions of the male version are also
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Fig. 13. Different personalized comics of the same story. These two comics are generated with the same sketch but different
character labels (‘man’ vs. ‘woman’). Head images are provided from a male and female users respectively.

provided at Fig. 12. One of them does not have any incorrect
items, and needs only manual refinement of the segmentation
details. More comic-strips are provided in Fig. 14. There
are still a few inconsistencies in some results, despite our
swapping technique. For example, a character in the last two
frames of the tiger example has inconsistent clothing, as our
limited clothes types does not distinguish between suits and
jackets. The image components used for these compositions
are provided in the supplementary files.

To evaluate our comic-strip composition system, we asked a
PhotoShop expert (thousands hours experience) to generate
comic-strip compositions according to the sketches in this
paper. We also asked a novice to our system to generate three
additional groups of comic-strips after a 30 minutes training
period. These comic-strips were compared by 5 evaluators.
According to their evaluation and time recordings, we con-
clude that while the composition qualities are comparable, our
system saves a significant amount of manual intervention time.
The expert had a difficult time finding good image candidates
(2-4 hours for each comic-strip), as well as to achieve desirable
composition (1-2 hours for each comic-strip) by rotoscoping
and blending. In contrast, it took 10-20 minutes of user
interaction using our system. We also compare our results
to a group of compositions generated by the Sketch2Photo
system. The inconsistencies of characters in such compositions
are evident and the lack of shadows further reduces the sense
of realism. Additional results and details of this evaluation are
provided in Fig. 15 and the supplementary file.

6.2 Action correlation analysis

In our database, each character image is associated with the
action keyword used to download it. On the other hand,
different actions might share similar poses. Our goal is to
find semantic connections between different action keywords

Fig. 15. Similar comic-strip compositions of Fig. 1 gener-
ated by a PhotoShop expert user(first row), and by the S-
ketch2Photo system (second row). More details are provided
in the supplementary file.

utilizing the PoseShop database. We identify correlated actions
based on the human poses in these actions. The basic idea is
if action A and B are correlated, then images associated with
these two actions should be similar.

To measure the correlation of action A and B, we first utilize
the ranking of images of action A using our cascade contour
filtering. We denote the image ranked at position 100 as
the 100-benchmark image, and calculate its similarity to the
representative poses of A as δ. Then, we apply cascade contour
filtering to all images of action B by using the representative
poses of A as matching shapes. If more than 50 images can
be found from the images of B that have a better similarity
measure than δ, we consider action B to be related to A. Next,
we repeat the process above but swap A and B to measure if
A is related to B. Note that this type of correlation could be
nonsymmetric. For example, play football is related to kick,
but most kick images are not related to play football.

Fig. 16 shows an example of the correlation graph of 32
selected actions. According to the graph, most correlations we
found are consistent with the semantic meaning of the action
keywords. It took 140 minutes to calculate this graph on a
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Fig. 14. Personalized comic-strips generated from our system. For each example, we show the input sketches in the first row
and generated comics in the second row.

Fig. 16. The correlation graph of different actions. We use an
arrow A→B to indicate action B is related to action A (according
to the definition in Section 6.2). Note that this correlation is not
symmetric, i.e. A→B does not imply B→A.

2 × Quad Core i7 920 CPU and 12G RAM computer. The
construction of this correlation graph is an interesting simu-
lation of human recognition process. It shows how semantic
meaning – though in this case, it is merely the correlation
between action words – can be learnt only from the visual
information associated with them.

We use action correlation analysis to improve the results of
querying the PoseShop database. If B is found to be related
to A, some images of B can also be associated with the action
label of A. For a given query of action A we compare also
images of action B with the representative poses of A. An
image with similarity that is ranked higher than the 200-
benchmark image of A, will also be labeled with action label of
A. Now, each image could be associated with multiple action

labels in the database. For example, the same image might be
associated with the actions play football, play soccer and kick.
This promotes the higher versatility and ability to find good
matches in the database.

7 LIMITATIONS

Our database has a number of limitations. First, a small
amount of false samples still exist in the database, i.e. an
image labeled as ‘man walking’ may not have a walking man
in it. Second, the segmentation is often imprecise. Our human
segmentation result may be affected by false positive skin areas
and incorrect initialization pixels. As a result, in our content
synthesis application, user interaction is mostly necessary to
refine the segmentation. However, once the segmentation is
refined it can be carried back and stored in the database.
We plan to make the database and content synthesis systems
publicly available online so that refined segmentations can
be collected when users improve their compositions. The
segmentation could also be improved by applying other state of
the art human segmentation methods such as [45]. Third, our
clothes attributes are rather limited at this stage. Other types
of clothes such as dresses or bathing suits are not supported by
our system and clothes type detection could be an interesting
future research. Typically, female characters are more difficult
to handle since they often have patterned clothes and different
hair styles. The comic-strips synthesis also discards textured
clothing completely, which also limits its variability. Fourth,
the swapping techniques for personalization and consistency
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are limited. Head swapping often needs manual correction
at the neck connection. Skin and clothes color swapping are
restricted by the segmentation accuracy. Lastly, since we do
not estimate illumination conditions, our synthesized images
might have inconsistent lighting effects. This problem can be
solved by adopting recent illumination estimation method or
environment-sensitive image cloning such as [46] and [47].

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a pipeline to construct a large
segmented human image database. In this pipeline, we first
download and analyze millions of online images automatically.
Human characters are detected and segmented from their
background, and then annotated by their action and appearance
attributes (clothes, skin). We built a database of these images
by indexing using the segmentation contours. The database can
be queried using these attributes or with a skeleton that defines
the pose and shape. We provided quantitative evaluation of
the database by measuring labeling accuracy and per-pixel
segmentation accuracy. We further presented techniques for
head and clothes swapping for image personalization and
consistency. With our database and these swapping techniques,
we presented an interactive system to generate personalized
comic-strips, where the user can create comics of himself or
his/her friends.

We plan to make the database and the query library publicly
available to assist related works. In the future, we plan to
utilize our human database for various other image analysis
and synthesis tasks. It can be used to assist machine learning
techniques to classify actions, clothes and poses. The database
itself could be extended to include more types of actions and
other types of clothes, and further semantic analysis could
be applied. The database construction pipeline can also be
adopted to generate image database of other objects, such as
animals and vehicles, with the aid of corresponding detection
algorithms. Several parts in the comic-strips application could
also be improved such as automatic positioning and recom-
position, better segmentation and possible enhancement with
automatic text and story understanding.
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